Abstract-The matrix, as an extended pattern representation to the vector, has proven to be effective in feature extraction. However, the subsequent classifier following the matrix-patternoriented feature extraction is generally still based on the vector pattern representation (namely, MatFE + VecCD), where it has been demonstrated that the effectiveness in classification just attributes to the matrix representation in feature extraction. This paper looks at the possibility of applying the matrix pattern representation to both feature extraction and classifier design. To this end, we propose a so-called fully matrixized approach, i.e., the matrix-pattern-oriented feature extraction followed by the matrix-pattern-oriented classifier design (MatFE +MatCD).Tomore 
I. INTRODUCTION

P
ATTERN representation is one of the basic learning problems in pattern recognition. According to the problem at hand, it is necessary to choose the most appropriate representation for patterns [1] . In statistical learning, a pattern is generally represented by the vector, i.e., the pattern can be viewed as one point in an -dimensional space [1] - [3] . Such a representation indeed can bring convenience in applications. However, when a pattern under consideration has spatial structure, for instance, a 2-D image array or matrix, the matrix has to be vectorized with a loss of information about spatial relationships between pixels [5] . In addition, ugly duckling theorem [1] has also indicated that one pattern representation is not always better than another if no prior knowledge is injected. Thus, it is not always effective that we deal with patterns in a form of a vector. Especially, in the process of dealing with images, the vector representation even causes a high-dimensional feature space and increases computational complexity [4] , such as a 100 100 face that can be concatenated into a 10 000-dimensional feature vector.
The matrix, as a representation of the extended form to the vector, has been attracting more and more attentions recently. In this paper, on top of our previous work [24] , [25] , we develop a so-called fully matrixized approach that combines the matrix-pattern-oriented feature extraction with the matrix-pattern-oriented classifier, and then consider all the possible combinations of feature extraction (FE) and classifier design (CD) on the basis of patterns represented by matrix and vector, respectively, whose underlying motivations and contributions are as follows.
• Recently, it has been validated that extracting features directly from matrix pattern without a vectorization preprocessing can bring not only a reduction in computational complexity, but also an improving performance to a certain extent for the subsequent classification based on the nearest neighbor rule [6] - [12] . However, it is worth pointing out that such a matrix representation is so far mainly applied in feature extraction, but the subsequent classifier design still resorts to the traditional vector-based technique. In other words, the operated pattern of the classifier itself is still of vector representation rather than matrix representation as shown in Fig. 1(a) . We denote such a combination of matrix-pattern-oriented feature extraction (MatFE) and vector-pattern-oriented classifier design (VecCD) by MatFE VecCD. It has been demonstrated that the improvement of the classification performance in MatFE VecCD just attributes to the matrix pattern representation in feature extraction [6] - [12] . Consequently, we try to explore whether a more effective performance can be obtained if replacing the VecCD in MatFE VecCD with a matrix-pattern-oriented classifier. To this end, we design the so-called fully matrixized approach, i.e., both the feature extraction and the classifier design are directly based on a matrix pattern. Here, we name the matrix-pattern-oriented classifier design as MatCD and accordingly denote the combination of MatFE and MatCD by MatFE MatCD as shown in Fig. 1(b) . • Naturally, it is very important to propose new and effective feature extraction or classifier design approaches, but we believe that a study of the existing methods is also quite important, because it can correct some misunderstandings, guide practitioners in choosing appropriate methods, build on relationships among existing methods, and help invent better methods. The literature [6] - [12] has shown that the learning process MatFE VecCD can achieve better performance in image classification compared with the vector-pattern-oriented feature extraction (VecFE) followed by VecCD (namely, VecFE VecCD). However, no further investigation is made to find out which factors, the matrix representation itself, just the dimensionality reduction of feature extraction, or their combination, contribute to the performance gain. Meanwhile, we try to explore whether a better classification performance can be achieved if omitting the feature extraction and directly classifying matrix pattern. Therefore, in doing so, we intentionally sidestep the feature extraction phase and directly carry through the MatCD as shown in Fig. 1(c) . Further, considering that most of the related work [6] - [12] , [22] , [23] just partially discusses the matrix and the vector representations in feature extraction or classifier designs, thus we also carry out VecFE MatCD VecFE VecCD and VecCD besides the previous MatFE MatCD MatFE VecCD, and MatCD.
• For realizing MatCD, we employ our previous work [24] , [25] that proposes a matrix-pattern-oriented classifier design. Different from [24] and [25] , this paper further gives why and when MatCD outperforms VecCD, which is validated by our experiments here. The discriminant function of the linear classifier for the vector pattern is given as (1) where is a weight vector and is a bias. In order to directly operate on matrix pattern such as , (1) is matrixized and converted into (2) where are the two weight vectors, respectively, and is a bias. The major characteristics of MatCD are as follows. 1) The matrix pattern with the size of replaces the vector pattern.
2) The two weight vectors in (2), respectively, acting on the two sides of the matrix pattern replaces the original single weight vector in (1) . Thus, the memory required for the weight vectors of the linear classifier is reduced from in (1) to in (2).
3) The discriminant function (2) of MatCD is (1) of VecCD imposed with Kronecker product [21] decomposability constraint. In searching for its optimal weight vectors of (2), MatCD may be guided by some prior information such as the structural or locally spatial information which is reflected in the representation of the Kronecker production of and . That is the reason why MatCD outperforms VecCD on image data sets. More importantly, it can avoid overfitting because our method implies a tradeoff between a less constrained model with more parameters (VecCD) and a more constrained model with fewer parameters (MatCD). The experimental results have shown that for the originalimage data sets used here, the proposed fully matrixized approach (MatFE MatCD) has the advantages in terms of classification performance and running time while manipulating those patterns with the prior structural knowledge. For the used original-vector data sets, the success of MatCD in some cases shows that it is not always effective for those vector-pattern-oriented classifiers without any prior knowledge. In other words, the vector representation is not always effective. Thus, the results also provide a powerful demonstration for "no free lunch" and "ugly duckling" theorems [1] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work on matrix presentation in feature extraction and classifier designs. Section III gives the formulation on the matrix-pattern-oriented classifier design. Following that, we report on our experimental results in all the combinations (MatFE MatCD MatFE VecCD VecFE MatCD VecFE VecCD, MatCD, and VecCD). Finally, conclusions are given in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Feature extraction usually acts as a preprocessing stage for a certain purpose such as classification or approximation to the raw data, and is defined as the problem of extracting the most relevant information for the purpose from the raw data [17] - [20] , [29] . The classical vector-pattern-oriented feature extractions (VecFE) such as principal component analysis (PCA) [22] and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [23] have been widely used in a variety of areas, but sometimes seem not effective due to their expensive computational cost and singularity problem. To solve the problem, the matrix-pattern-oriented feature extraction (MatFE) is proposed.
Yang [6] proposed two-dimensional principal component analysis (2DPCA) that extracts features directly from the image matrices. Through the experiments on several well-known benchmark databases, this method is shown to be better than classical PCA in favor of both image classification and reduction of computational complexity. Li et al. [7] proposed two-dimensional linear discriminant analysis (2DLDA) based on image matrices, which overcomes the singularity problem implicitly in linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and achieves competitive recognition accuracy on face identification. However, both 2DPCA and 2DLDA extract features only from the row direction of image matrices. Thus, (2D) PCA [9] , (2D) FLD [10] , generalized low-rank approximations of matrices (GLRAM) [11] , noniterative generalized low-rank approximations of matrices (NIGLRAM) [12] , 2DSVD [27] , and GPCA [28] extract features from both the row and column directions of image matrices, and can further improve the quality of the feature extraction based on matrix representation in terms of the subsequent so-obtained classification performance. It can be found that all the previous methods are only used to deal with image-matrix patterns. Chen et al. [8] went further and developed a more general method, called MatPCA and MatFLDA, to extract features based on the new matrix pattern reshaped from the original one-dimensional or image-matrix pattern. Compared with both PCA and LDA, Chen et al.'s method first matrixizes an original one-dimensional or image-matrix pattern into a new matrix pattern before extracting features. In doing so, some new implicit information may be additionally introduced by the new constraint in structure [8] .
Meanwhile, it can be noticed that in [6] - [12] , the pattern representation using the matrix is only limited in the feature extraction phase but the subsequent classifier design still adopts the traditional vector-based technique. Thus, we developed a matrix-pattern-oriented classifier design [24] , [25] , and give its description in Section III.
III. MATRIX-PATTERN-ORIENTED CLASSIFIER DESIGN
The designed classifier is concerned with a two-class problem, but can be easily generalized to the multiclass problem [14] , [16] . In our previous work [24] , we selected the vector-pattern-oriented modification of Ho-Kashyap algorithm with squared approximation of the misclassification errors (MHKS) [13] as the matrixized paradigm, and developed a matrix-pattern-oriented MHKS (MatMHKS) that can directly operate on matrix pattern. For completeness, we give a brief description for MHKS and MatMHKS in the following.
A. MHKS Classifier
Suppose that there are training samples , where and its corresponding class label . Then, for a sample to be classified, the discriminant function of MHKS is the previous formulation (1) where and . Through defining the augmented vector , and the corresponding augmented weight vector , MHKS tries to obtain by optimizing the criterion (3) where the second term of the right-hand side is a regularization term, the regularization parameter is an -dimensional vector whose components are all one, and is a nonnegative vector, i.e., . The elaborate description of MHKS can be found in [13] .
B. Matrix-Pattern-Oriented Modified Ho-Kashyap Classifier
In the matrix-pattern-oriented case, let denote the training data set, where , and its corresponding class label . With the formulation (2), the matrix-pattern-oriented linear discriminant function for the two-class problem can be given in terms of
Analogous to MHKS, MatMHKS tries to get the by optimizing the criterion (5) where and are the two regularization matrices corresponding to and , respectively, is the regularization parameter, and . Through setting , the criterion (5) can be simplified in matrix form as follows: (6) where is a matrix with the dimensionality of , and . From (5) or (6), we cannot directly find the closed-form optimal weights and . Instead, we employ a modification of a gradient descent with a heuristic update rule to iteratively seek them [24] . The design procedure for MatMHKS is given in Table I .
In Table I , denotes the iteration step, is a preset parameter, and prevents all the components of from becoming negative. If and step 7 is omitted, MatMHKS is degenerated into MHKS [13] , so MHKS can be regarded as a special instance of MatMHKS. 
C. Relationship Between MatMHKS and MHKS
The relationship between MatMHKS and MHKS is further revealed here. First, we give the following Lemma.
Lemma 1 [21] : Let , and , then (7) where denotes an operator that vectorizes the matrix into the corresponding vector. For example, let and be the th column of , and thus be a vector with dimensionality. " " denotes Kronecker product operation.
Then, the relationship between MatMHKS and MHKS is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 1 [24] : Let the discriminant functions of MHKS and MatMHKS, respectively, be the following functions: 1) and 2) , then a) both 1) and 2) may have the same form; b) the solution space for the weights in MatMHKS is contained in that of MHKS, and MatMHKS is an MHKS imposed with Kronecker product decomposability constraint. Theorem 1 can be proven by Lemma 1 [24] .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we have implemented the proposed combinations of feature extractions and classifier designs: MatFE MatCD MatFE VecCD VecFE MatCD VecFE VecCD, MatCD, and VecCD on the benchmark data sets including both those originally in vector representation from the University of California at Irvine (UCI) data sets [15] and those originally in matrix representation: 1) Olivetti Research Laboratory (ORL) face database 1 ; 2) Letter 2 text database; 3) Coil-20 that is an object database from the Columbia Object Image Library. The image data sets here are used to explore how the proposed fully matrixized approach works while manipulating those patterns with the prior structural knowledge. Conversely, the UCI data sets here are used to validate whether the matrix representation of patterns can be a substitution for the vector representation. The details of these data sets are listed in Table II. Here, for all the patterns on the image data sets that are matrices themselves, we can still reshape them to another matrices with different sizes. For the original-vector patterns, we can also matrixize them to multiple matrices in different reshaping ways. Now, for convenience, we define a reshaping way without overlapping among the components of the pattern, i.e., the image-matrix or original-vector pattern is partitioned into many subvectors, and then arranged column-by-column into the corresponding matrix as shown in Fig. 2 . Table III gives the relationships between the proposed six combinations and the used approaches. In our experiments, Letter data set is divided into two nonoverlapping parts with the one for training and the other one for testing, i.e., each digit has 25 images for training and the rest 25 images for testing. Then, for each such classification problem, ten independent runs are performed and their classification accuracies on the test sets are averaged and reported. All the computations are performed on Pentium IV 2.80-GHz processor running Windows 2000 terminal and MATLAB environment. Fig. 5 gives the classification accuracies and the running time of the designed 14 approaches with varying the dimension of feature vectors. Due to both MatMHKS and MHKS without the feature extraction phase, their classification and computation performances are kept the same here and can be taken as the compared benchmark.
A. Classification Comparison Between Matrix and Vector
From Fig. 5 , the following can be found: 1) both 2DFLD MatMHKS and 2DPCA MatMHKS can obtain the best recognition performance; 2) MatMHKS has a distinctly superior classification and computational performance to MHKS; 3) compared with FLD MatMHKS and PCA MatMHKS, both FLD MHKS and PCA MHKS show the advantages in terms of classification and running speed, i.e., the combination VecFE VecCD is better than VecFE MatCD; 4) both 2DFLD MatMHKS and 2DPCA MatMHKS are better than Intuitively, it seems that MatFE MatCD should outperform MatFE VecCD due to the characteristic of MatCD and the observation 4) also validates it. However, the observation 5) gives the opposite result. In order to explore the reason, we first discuss the used matrix-pattern-oriented feature extractors here. In the literature [9] , [10] , it has been proven that both 2DFLD and 2DPCA work in the row direction of images. In other words, the image exacted by 2DFLD or 2DPCA still retains some structural information in the column direction. Because both (2D) PCA and (2D) FLD work in the row and column directions simultaneously, the structure property of the original image may conversely be destroyed. For this, let us further show the original images of Letter data set and their corresponding images generated by the used MatFE in Fig. 3 . In the figure, the first row gives the original Letter images from "0" to "9." The second, third, fourth, and fifth rows give the corresponding images generated by 2DPCA, 2DFLD, (2D) PCA, and (2D) FLD, respectively. From the figure, it can be observed that the images extracted by both 2DPCA and 2DFLD have the visual weak structural knowledge in their column direction. However, the images extracted by both (2D) PCA and (2D) FLD seem not to show any structural knowledge visually. The original images have the clear structural information, and thus MatMHKS that directly operates on them has the superior classification performance to MHKS. Similarly, MatMHKS also succeeds in the images extracted by both 2DPCA and 2DFLD. Conversely, MatMHKS fails on the images extracted by (2D) PCA and (2D) FLD due to the possible destruction on the structure of images.
In Table IV , we give a comparative analysis of the designed 14 approaches in terms of their optimal classification accuracies, the corresponding running time, and dimension of feature vectors. This table shows that the proposed fully matrixized approach (2DFLD MatMHKS and 2DPCA MatMHKS) has a superior classification accuracy to any other compared approaches here. Meanwhile, the approach has relatively less running time. 
2) Experiments on ORL Data Set:
The ORL data set has images from 40 persons, each of which provides ten different images. The main challenge on this data set is of pose and expression variations. For ORL data set, we have employed the first five images per person for training and the rest for testing. The corresponding results are shown in Fig. 6 and Table IV, where the observations analogous to that of Letter can be obtained. Here, the running time of MatMHKS and MHKS are 6192.38 s and 48 410.18 s, respectively. Because the values are relatively large, we do not show them in Fig. 6(d)-(f) .
3) Experiments on Coil-20 Data Set: Coil-20 is an object data set from the Columbia Object Image Library, which contains 1440 images of 20 objects. The images of the objects are taken at the pose interval of 5 , which corresponds to 72 poses per object. In our experiments on Coil-20, we have employed 36, 24, 18, 12, 8, and 6 images per object for training and the rest for testing, i.e., constructed 720, 480, 360, 240, 160, and 120 images as the training set, respectively. Fig. 4 gives the classification performance of the designed 14 approaches with varying the number of the training set on Coil-20. From the figure, the following can be found: 1) both the pattern representation and the number of the training sets yield an important influence on the classification performance; 2) the classification accuracies of all the approaches here decrease with the decreasing of the training set; 3) the accuracy of MatMHKS is significantly higher than that of MHKS in the larger training set, but comparable to MHKS in the smaller one; 4) Fig. 4(b) shows that 2DFLD or 2DPCA followed by MatMHKS is better than 2DFLD or 2DPCA followed by MHKS; 5) Fig. 4 
B. Classification Comparison Between Matrix and Vector Representation on the Original-Vector Data Sets
The foregoing statement mainly focuses on images. Here, for these original-vector data sets, before managed by MatFE or MatCD, the vectors should be matrixized into the corresponding matrices as shown in Fig. 2(b) . In doing so, it is expected that some new implicit structural or contextual information can be additionally introduced in an implicit way. Chen et al. [8] have done an elementary research on feature extraction and we further extend it to both feature extraction and classification. Due to the relatively smaller dimensionality compared with that of the images, MatFE here utilizes the single-direction dimensionality reduction, i.e., 2DPCA. The concrete algorithms used here are 2DPCA for MatFE, PCA for VecFE, MatMHKS for MatCD, 1NN (the nearest neighbor rule), MHKS and SVM [3] for VecCD, respectively. Table V shows all the experimental results on the original-vector data sets. For the different combining methods, the best, second best, and third best results are boldface, italic, and underlined, respectively. Because both Iris and Balance have only four attributes, both 2DPCA MatMHKS and PCA MatMHKS fail. From the table, it can be found that between 2DPCA
MatMHKS and 2DPCA 1NN, the former outperforms the latter on six (Ionosphere, Wine, Water, Wdbc, Pima-diabetes, and Dermatology) of the eight data sets, especially for Wine, Water, Pima-diabetes, and Dermatology (all increased by nearly or past 10%). Among PCA MatMHKS, PCA 1NN, and PCA SVM, the latter two are superior to the former one. Further, in all the algorithms here, MatMHKS gets the best on five (Wine, Water, Wdbc, Pimadiabetes, and Balance), the second best on one (Dermatology), and the third best on two (Ionosphere and Sonar) of all the ten data sets. In the case that we cannot get any prior knowledge for the data sets used here, the matrix-pattern-oriented MatMHKS still succeeds in some data sets. Thus, the phenomenon provides a powerful validation for "no free lunch" and "ugly duckling" theorems, i.e., proves that the matrix representation of the patterns can be a substitution for the vector representation in both feature extraction and classifier designs.
C. Further Discussion
1) MatFE MatCD Versus MatFE VecCD:
In the literature [9] , [10] , it has been shown that (2D) FLD or (2D) PCA followed by 1NN have a superior classification performance to 2DFLD or 2DPCA followed by 1NN respectively, which seems inconsistent with our experimental result that (2D) FLD or (2D) PCA followed by MatMHKS is worse than 2DFLD or 2DPCA followed by MatMHKS in terms of classification. For this, we give further discussion.
First, the 1NN classifier falls into the vector-pattern-oriented classifier design (VecCD). Thus, it seems inessential for 1NN whether the pattern to be dealt with has any prior structural knowledge such as the spatial relationship between the feature elements. Conversely, MatMHKS falls into MatCD. It has been validated that MatMHKS has the advantage of classification performance compared with its corresponding VecCD version (MHKS) on those patterns with prior structural knowledge. In other words, MatMHKS (MatCD) seems sensitive to the patterns with or without prior structural knowledge. Because it has been shown that the image extracted by 2DFLD or 2DPCA may own more structural knowledge than that by (2D) FLD or (2D) PCA, 2DFLD or 2DPCA followed by MatMHKS are better than (2D) FLD or (2D) PCA followed by MatMHKS in terms of classification, respectively.
Second, it can be proven that MatFE MatCD implies twofold Kronecker product decomposability constraint, but MatFE VecCD implies only onefold, which is shown in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2: Given the matrix pattern generated in the way as in Fig. 2 , the projection matrices and of MatFE [take (2D) FLD, for example], the weight vectors and the bias of MatCD (MatMHKS), then the following hold.
1) The discriminant function of (2D) FLD MatMHKS for can be rewritten as follows: (8) where denotes Kronecker product operation, and the operator is defined as in Lemma 1.
2) The discriminant function of (2D) FLD 1NN for can be given as follows: the pattern belongs to the class of the training pattern , where
for any . Proof: 1) With Lemma 1 [24] , the discriminant function of (2D) FLD MatMHKS for can be written as
2) The discrimination rule of (2D) FLD 1NN is that the pattern belongs to the class of , where (10) for any . For simplicity, let be the matrix trace operator, then the inequality (10) can be rewritten as
The proof is completed. From Theorem 2, it can be found that the discriminant function of (2D) FLD 1NN requires the pattern in the matrix representation, which implies just onefold Kronecker product decomposability constraint. However, (2D) FLD MatMHKS not only requires the pattern in the matrix representation, but also explicitly induces the Kronecker product operation .
It can be proven that Theorem 2 holds as well for (2D) PCA, GLRAM [11] , and NIGRAM [12] . Further, for 2DFLD and 2DPCA, Theorem 2 holds when is taken as an identity matrix.
2) MatCD Versus VecCD: Theorem 1 has given the relationship between MatCD and VecCD in the discriminant function. Here, we give a discussion for them in the experiments. From  Fig. 2 , it can be found that there are multiple differently reshaped matrices generated from the same pattern. For example, the original size 28 23 matrix of ORL can be reshaped into 2 322 or 4 161 matrices which can result in different classification performances. Before exploration, we first reformulate the discriminant function (2) of MatCD and let . Then, (2) can be rewritten as . Formally, it is a similar form as (1) of VecCD in which is an input to the VecCD. We decompose in terms of (11) where and . Thus, each component of the new input is a linear combination of all the components of each column of the original matrix , implying that it integrates global information in each column (coined column-global information) and thus deemphasizes local information in each column (coined column-local information). If we, instead, reshape the original pattern with dimension to a new matrix pattern with dimension , and then still let , similar to the previous analysis, each component of is a linear combination of all the components of each column of . Now, without loss of generality, in our experiments, is smaller than . In this case, each column of the is a subcolumn of the original pattern , and thus each component of is a linear combination of all the components of a subcolumn of , implying that it integrates column-local information rather than column-global information and thus emphasizes local information in each column. Therefore, a possible reason of differently reshaped matrices yielding different results in image recognition can intuitively attribute to such a fact that reshaping from one matrix pattern to another one may destroy the whole or global structure in each column of the original pattern, but partial or local structure information that could be more useful for discrimination [26] can likely be kept and emphasized contrarily. In a word, compared with VecCD, MatCD may get guided by a priori knowledge of a specific problem but in an implicit way. Due to the incorporation of both matrixization and different reshaping ways to the vector and matrix patterns, MatCD becomes more flexible and effective for classification.
Further, it can be found that for images here, MatMHKS does not always achieve a better classification performance on the original size matrix compared with MHKS. On the other hand, the experiments in [6] - [8] have shown that, compared with VecFE VecCD, using those features extracted by MatFE can conformably improve the generalization performance of the subsequently designed classifier (such as the nearest neighbor classifier) on images data set. Therefore, we basically answer the question in Section I: the performance gain obtained by MatFE VecCD cannot entirely contribute to the matrix representation strategy but partially to the dimensionality reduction for images. In other words, both dimensionality reduction and matrix representation result in performance promotion collectively.
With the discriminant functions of MatMHKS (2) and MHKS (1), we can give their recognition computational complexity and , respectively. The experiments here have shown that the two approaches have a competitive recognition time.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the so-called fully matrixized approach MatFE
MatCD. In order to validate its feasibility and effectiveness and explore the major discrepancy between the matrix and the vector representations in both feature extraction and classifier designs, we employ the MatFE, VecFE, MatCD, and VecCD to design the six combinations: MatFE MatCD MatFE VecCD VecFE MatCD VecFE VecCD, MatCD, and VecCD. The experimental results based on these combinations reveal the following: 1) the proposed fully matrixized approach, i.e., 2DFLD or 2DPCA followed by MatMHKS, has the significant advantages in terms of classification and computational performance; 2) MatCD succeeds in those images with a prior structural knowledge such as the original images or the images generated by 2DFLD or 2DPCA; 3) the matrix as an extended form of the vector representation helps improve the classification performance on most of the original-vector data sets used here, reduces the computational and space complexity, and provides a powerful validation for "ugly duckling" and "no free Lunch" theorems.
Finally, it should be stated that the Kronecker product decomposability constraint here is just a mathematical formulation for MatFE MatCD or MatCD, and thus dose not necessarily characterize the prior knowledge of data. The success of MatFE MatCD or MatCD in the experiments may attribute to the coincidence that the Kronecker product decomposability constraint partially accords with the intrinsic characteristics of the used data sets especially for images. Thus, one of our future works is to make clear which data sets can be really characterized through the Kronecker product constraint.
